A Lego Radio Telescope Simulator

This project will design and build the hardware aspects of a “Lego Radio Telescope” simulator, which is intended as an outreach and education tool to help people understand how array configuration affects the performance of radio telescopes.

The project is intended to work in tandem with a software system that will simulate the performance of a telescope and display the results on a screen.

The goal of the project is to allow people to re-arrange the locations of lego telescope antennas. The system detects the locations of the antennas and transmits that to the accompanying software system.

This project would suit a student with an interest in radio astronomy, electronics and microcontrollers.

Aims of project
(i) Design system for detecting location of antennas
(ii) Design system for communicating the locations of antennas between hardware and software display system
(iii) work with outreach team to maximise education and outreach potential of the system as well as practical aspects for portability etc.